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Abstract—The MPEG Immersive Video (MIV) standard en-
ables a novel technology denoted as decoder side depth estimation
(DSDE) by introducing a dedicated Geometry Absent profile. In
DSDE only texture information is coded and the corresponding
geometry is reconstructed on the decoder side. MIV further
enables the coding of side-information useful to the geometry
reconstruction, denoted as Geometry Assistance SEI message.
An emerging format for immersive video are Multiplane Images,
which is investigated for feasibility in coding systems due to
their promising rendering quality with complex sequences. In this
work, we show that MIV can be used to construct block-based
Multiplane Images on the decoder-side and to enhance the view
synthesis performance utilizing the Geometry Assistance SEI. In
a complexity-aware setting using only 32 planes, up to 6 dB of
quality improvement is achieved compared to the reference.

Index Terms—MPEG Immersive Video, Multiplane Images,
Decoder-Side Depth Estimation

I. INTRODUCTION

MPEG is releasing a novel standard for coding immersive
video denoted as MPEG Immersive Video (MIV) or ISO/IEC
MPEG-I Part 12 [1]. MIV is following a different design
philosophy as opposed to the previous immersive video coding
standards developed by MPEG namely the 3D extension of
HEVC [2] and AVC [3]. The MIV specification does not ex-
tend a specific 2D video standard, but instead remains agnostic
to the 2D video codec that is used. Consequently, it has been
developed under the assumption that the geometry component
of the immersive video sequence cannot benefit from dedicated
depth coding tools. The main profile of the MIV standard
is based on the multiview video plus depth (MVD) format,
which has been traditionally used by MPEG to represent
immersive video [4]. The final step of an immersive video
coding system is view synthesis, which renders a novel view
requested by the client. View synthesis algorithms utilizing
the MVD format are often referred to as Depth Image-Based
Rendering (DIBR). Popular algorithms developed in scope of
the standardization activities are the View Synthesis Reference
Software (VSRS) [5], Reference View Synthesizer (RVS) [6]
as well as Versatile View Synthesis (VVS) [7]. They are based
on a variation of projections, depth processing, view blending
and hole filling (or inpainting). Nevertheless, these tools can-
not overcome the inherent disadvantages of the MVD repre-
sentation related to handling of advanced sequences containing
non-lambertian surfaces and complex structures. Extensions of

DIBR algorithms aiming to handle these sequences involve the
replacement of depth maps with advanced representations [8].
Simultaneously, novel immersive video formats are designed
outside of the compression domain for high-quality rendering
of sequences with complex properties [9]. Recently, neural
networks are utilized to learn [10] or to output a representa-
tion [12]. However, they are typically developed without the
consideration of compression and may therefore be unfeasible
for consideration for immersive video standards. Nevertheless,
an extended profile of the MIV standard enables the coding
of Multi-Plane Images (MPI). While in principle possible to
be used, the MPI format has not been able to outperform the
MVD format following the common test conditions (CTC)
of MIV [15]. The key problem of the MPI format is the
requirement of high pixel rates, which drastically reduces the
view synthesis performance. A third profile of MIV is denoted
as the Geometry Absent (GA) profile [18], which enables
Decoder-Side Depth Estimation (DSDE). DSDE has been
recently introduced as an alternative system, which overcomes
many downsides of MIV, especially related to pixel rate, view
synthesis quality and bitrate requirements [16].

In this paper, we propose to construct MPIs on the decoder-
side utilizing the GA Profile of MIV. Being on the decoder-
side, complexity is a crucial limitation of rendering algorithms.
Consequently, we propose to utilize the MPI construction in
a low-complexity scenario using only a limited number of
planes. In order to preserve most of the quality, we perform the
MPI construction on a block-basis and utilize the Geometry
Assistance SEI (GA SEI) message.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in
chapter II, we present the fundamentals of the MIV standard,
DSDE as well as MPIs, in chapter III we present our proposed
block-based decoder-side MPI approach with GA SEI, chapter
IV discusses the results and chapter V concludes the paper.

II. FUNDAMENTALS

In the following, we summarize the key aspects of the
MIV Standard, the DSDE system as well as MPIs to set the
foundation for our proposal in section III.

A. MPEG Immersive Video

The MIV standard enables 6 degrees of freedom (6DoF)
by specifying a bitstream containing relevant information to
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interpret the texture as well as depth atlases and to perform
view synthesis [1]. It does not describe in what manner these
atlases are coded, i.e. which 2D codec and what settings are
used. Consequently, it cannot be expected that the atlases are
coded with dedicated atlas tools and that the depth atlases are
coded with dedicated depth coding tools. The responsibility to
add support for appropriate compression of texture and depth
atlases therefore lies in the 2D video standardization groups.
Given that the future of depth coding is uncertain, i.e. due to
the lack of deployment of 3D-HEVC, DSDE has emerged as
an alternative system to depth coding.

B. Decoder Side Depth Estimation

DSDE is a novel system design, which has been developed
in scope of the standardization process of MIV [18]. The
motivation for performing the depth estimation on the decoder-
side is the improved coding gain in terms of bit rate savings
as well as view synthesis quality. Furthermore, depth maps
contribute to the overall pixel rate requirements of the 2D
codec, as they are coded as luma pixels. Pixel rate is defined as
the number of luma pixels per second that can be processed by
a hardware decoder, which is set by the CTC to 32 Megapixels
at 30 frames per second, motivated by decoding capabilities
of modern smartphones [21]. A typical test sequence with
a resolution of 2048 × 1088 and 16 views requires 64
Megapixels at 30 frames per second and therefore, only 8 out
of 16 views can be coded into the atlases. In case of DSDE,
all 16 textures can be encoded, as the depth maps are omitted,
which contribute to the pixel rate in same amounts.

The studies conducted in the context of DSDE [17] has
brought an useful technology into the MIV standard denoted
as the Geometry Assistance SEI (GA SEI) message [18]. The
GA SEI includes the coding of side-information on a block-
basis, which can be used by a depth estimator to compute
depth maps with lower complexity and with higher precision.
An important component of the GA SEI is locally optimal
depth ranges, which we will utilize in our proposal to enhance
the performance of the MPI construction. Additional syntax
elements include the signaling of the partitioning as well as a
skip flag for depth estimation, which are less relevant in our
proposal.

C. Multiplane Images

It is important to understand that in the context of MIV,
any additional attribute is coded through a 2D codec and
therefore increases the need for pixel rate. For MPIs the depth
map is replaced by an alpha volume, where each alpha layer
refers to a fixed depth value. Therefore, the amount of data
in terms of luma pixels is significantly higher for MPIs than
for MVD. Even though compact representations are being
studied [13] [14] the pixel rate bottleneck severely impacts the
coding performance for MPIs [15]. Given the high potential
of MPIs in terms of view synthesis performance [11] [12] it is
desirable to make their usage feasible in compression. As only
texture information is required to compute an MPI, similarly
for depth maps in DSDE, it appears natural to study the MPI

construction on the decoder-side effectively avoiding the pixel
rate bottleneck and inefficient compression using generic 2D
video codecs. It has been previously shown that MPIs can be
refined utilizing depth maps [19]. However, estimating depth
maps prior to the MPI construction is costly in terms of
runtime and sending depth maps is costly in terms of bitrate.
In the following, we will utilize the optimal depth ranges
provided by the GA SEI message to construct block-based
MPIs with only 32 planes enabling high-quality synthesis in
a complexity-aware setup.

III. PROPOSED BLOCK-BASED DECODER SIDE MPI WITH
GEOMETRY ASSISTANCE SEI

We present three systems in this work shown in Fig. 1: the
anchor, the block-based MPI and the block-based MPI with
GA SEI message.

A. Anchor

We use the test model of MIV (TMIV) 8.0 and the HEVC
test model (HM) 16.23. TMIV is operated in Geometry Ab-
sent. The settings are defined by the common test conditions
(CTC) of MIV [20]. The CTC does not define an MPI anchor
and we are therefore required to define it ourselves. We utilize
the MPI construction network of the Stereo Magnification
approach [11]. This network has been trained to estimate 32
planes and is designed for view extrapolation. Given a stereo
MPI approach, only two views (T0 and T1) need to be coded
by the TMIV Encoder. These two views are packed into a
texture atlas TATL and coded by HM. On the decoder-side,
the atlas is unpacked and the decoded textures are provided
to the MPI construction. An MPI is constructed for view T ∗

0 .
In order to evaluate the performance, S∗

1 is synthesized and
compared to the uncoded reference view T1 in terms of PSNR.

B. Block-based MPI construction

In order to take advantage of the GA SEI message, the
MPI construction needs to be applied on a block-basis. The
content is separated into blocks of size 128× 128, according
to the CTC. In order to avoid boundary effects, it is further
padded by 32 pixels on the left, top and bottom boundaries
and by 224 on the right boundary, see Fig. 2. These numbers
have been derived empirically and are motivated by the patch-
based synthesis, described below. Given a full HD frame, 135
MPI-patches are estimated independently. The view synthesis
is performed on a MPI-patch as well. Each MPI-patch is
projected to the target view and the padded area is removed.
The process is shown in Fig. 3. Because the input of the
MPI network are two patches, each synthesized patch will
end up with an area that could not be recovered (grey area)
and possibly an area with strong artifacts, reflecting the
uncertainties in the MPI-patch. This situation motivated the
strong padding on the right boundary. The padded synthesized
patch is cropped to the final, synthesized patch. This process
is repeated for all MPI-patches. The cropped, synthesized
patches are stitched together to create the final synthesized
view, see Fig. 4. The boundary effects (due to the block based



Fig. 1. The three decoder-side MPI systems discussed in this article: The unmodified system in a), the block-based system in b) and the block-based and
GA-SEI enhanced system in c). Input to all systems are textures T , which are converted into Atlases TATL using the TMIV Encoder and subsequently
compressed using a 2D video encoder. Depth maps D are used by the TMIV-internal feature extractor in c), in order to derive the GA SEI message. The
texture bitstream is decoded by the corresponding 2D video decoder and back-converted to the multiview format T ∗ by the TMIV decoder. A MPI construction
algorithm utilizes these textures to derive the MPIs and to synthesize novel views S, Sp and SGA in systems a), b) and c) respectively. The latter utilizes
additionally the GA SEI provided by the TMIV decoder.

Fig. 2. Construction of the padding for a certain block (red box).

approach) are barely visible. The main artifact remains at
the far right view, which is the consequence of the chosen
extrapolation approach. Due to this artifact, we restrain our
PSNR evaluation on height× (width− 200), excluding this
artifact in all experiments, including the anchor.

C. Enhancement through Geometry Assistance SEI

The GA SEI is derived on the encoder-side utilizing the
feature extractor of TMIV. It is encoded into the MIV bit-
stream and therefore increases the total bitrate of the proposal,

Fig. 3. Left: synthesized patch using one patch-MPI. Right: final cropped,
synthesized patch.

Fig. 4. Final synthesized view, stitched together from synthesized patches.



Fig. 5. Illustration of the benefit of the GA SEI. Real example based on the Carpark sequence. For the given block, the GA SEI allows to analyze the relevant
depth range, leading to more meaningful transparency layers.



which is considered in the evaluation section. However, it
does not affect the coded texture bitstream and therefore,
all synthesis PSNR improvements are due to the GA SEI.
On the decoder-side, the GA SEI is provided to the block-
based MPI construction algorithm. Utilizing the GA SEI, the
relevant depth range is known to the MPI constructor. The
32 planes, available by the Stereo Magnification algorithm,
can therefore be placed in-between the relevant depth range
in every block. Consequently, a denser sampling in the depth
space can be achieved from content, which is truly relevant.
In the anchor system, content outside the valid depth range,
and therefore, outside the volumetric video will be sampled.
This situation is demonstrated in Fig. 5, which shows the alpha
maps for all 32 depth planes sampled in the reference and our
proposal for a given block in a real example. We visualize
a patch of the Carpark sequence, which has a global depth
range of [Dglobal

min , Dglobal
max ] = [0.34 m, 27.6 m]. Consequently,

an MPI layer is constructed approximately every meter in
the given example. It can be observed, that the majority
of transparency layers are zero, because the corresponding
content is not present in processed block. Zero-layers do not
contribute to the alpha-blending process during view synthesis
and are therefore irrelevant. In the GA SEI enhanced proposal
however, the relevant depth range for this block b is identified
as [Db,GA

min , Db,GA
max ] = [21.8 m, 26.1 m] and the available

32 depth planes are placed in this range. Consequently, the
sampling is more dense in the range, in which relevant
content exists and the majority of layers are non-zero. In other
words, more relevant information from the volumetric video
is captured in the 32 planes utilizing the GA SEI.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

When analysing the results, we have observed, that the MPI-
specific artifacts are rather constant among all QPs. Even
further, we have observed a strong robustness of the CNN-
based stereo magnification approach towards compressed in-
put. Consequently, the visual results shown in the following
are computed using uncoded input textures. Fig. 6 shows two
examples of view synthesis of the anchor and the proposal
utilizing the Geometry Assistance SEI message. Without in-
creasing the number of depth planes, the resulting synthesized
images become significantly sharper. This is because the depth
planes have been locally placed, where the content truly
exists and therefore, much more of the available 32 planes
contain relevant information. If the depth range of the full
frame is used, the depth planes may be locally placed without
covering any existing information, as they are distributed
uniformly. In the estimated MPIs, those planes are often found
to be ”empty”, meaning, the transparencies are zero and the
area does not carry meaningful information. Furthermore, we
observe that by narrowing down the range, the extrapolation
works better and more information can be recovered. The
fan sequence is particularly interesting as it shows where
the depth-driven approach may fail. In case of a ”fence”-like
object, which allows to see through the object, the transmitted
depth ranges lose most of their benefit.

TABLE I
PSNR PERFORMANCE OF THE ANCHOR, BLOCK-BASED MPI WITH AND

WITHOUT GEOMETRY ASSISTANCE SEI.

Sequence Anchor block-MPI
(w/o GA SEI) ∆PSNR GA-MPI ∆PSNR

Painter 33.58 33.37 -0.21 32.94 -0.63
Mirror 23.98 23.56 -0.41 25.83 +1.86
Kitchen 27.45 27.40 -0.05 32.18 +4.87
Frog 22.96 22.89 -0.07 24.72 +1.75
Fan 20.26 20.07 -0.18 22.82 +2.57
Carpark 28.98 28.79 -0.19 30.69 +1.70
Hall 29.25 28.92 -0.32 35.42 +6.16
Street 30.49 30.34 -0.15 34.13 +3.64
Average 27.12 26.92 -0.20 29.84 +2.74

Tab. I summarizes the synthesis PSNR for the uncoded
sequences. As expected, due to the limitation to 32 planes,
the anchor performance varies strongly from sequence to
sequence (20.26 dB to 33.58 dB). The Table confirms, that
the impact of moving to a block-based MPI approach is low.
On average, a loss of −0.2 dB originates from the block-
based computation of the MPIs. The Geometry Assistance SEI
improves the quality from 1.75 dB for the Carpark sequence
to up to 6.16 dB for the Hall sequence. The only exception
is the Painter sequence, which show a loss of −0.63 dB.
This odd result is however consistent with previous DSDE
work [16] [17] and may be related to the depth maps quality.
On average, a quality improvement of 2.74 dB is observed if
the Geometry Assistance SEI is utilized.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed to utilize the Geometry As-
sistance SEI message of the MIV standard to significantly
enhance the view synthesis performance given a setup of
reduced complexity. With merely 32 MPI planes, the synthesis
performance is increased by up to 6.12 dB and 2.74 dB on
average. Furthermore, we show that recent rendering methods
not relying on explicit depth maps can be utilized with the
MIV standard using the Geometry Absent profile, given that
depth estimation and view synthesis are not restricted by the
specification. We have shown that the Geometry Assistance
SEI message can have a significant benefit, which is not
limited to depth estimation.
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